Introducing Royal Society Read & Publish
Straightforward, stress-free OA publishing with Royal Society Read & Publish

As a scientist you probably just want to concentrate on the science; to submit your paper and get it published without worrying about the administrative burden of fees and APCs. If you are from an institution signed up to a Royal Society Read & Publish agreement, you can now do just that.

What is Read & Publish?
A Read & Publish agreement is a new way for librarians to purchase both content and open access publishing with one simple yearly fee. Researchers from signed-up institutions no longer have to worry about dealing with the financial aspects of publishing. When your paper is accepted for publication by any of our journals, all open access fees are covered by your institution, leaving you to concentrate on your research.

Eligibility and ease of submission
• Working with a team of researchers? No problem. Only the corresponding author needs to belong to an institution with a Read & Publish agreement.
• As long as you have stated your institution, just select the ‘Read & Publish’ option and we will do the rest.

Why choose us?
Between them our journals cover the whole of science, including the history of science, with the option of multiple article types and themed issues. Our peer review is rigorous and constructive, our times are fast, and our publishing policies meet the guidelines set down by all major funders. When your paper is published, we will do our best to ensure maximum visibility and impact for your work.

Find out more about our portfolio of journals and the options we offer at royalsociety.org/journals/authors
We look forward to receiving your paper.

EXPLORE THE AUTHOR JOURNEY

1. Visit the website of your chosen journal and click on submit in the top menu. Log-in to your account if you are an existing user or create an account if you are new to the system.
2. Upload your manuscript, related files and complete the requested fields.
3. Select ‘Read & Publish model’ from the list of options. If you are unsure about eligibility, click here for a full list of members.
4. Await our email detailing outcome, reviewer feedback and next steps where relevant.
5. At final acceptance, you will receive an email of notification and an opportunity to upload a media summary.
6. Proofs are sent from our Production Team and our Press Team may also get in touch.
7. When your paper is published, all costs will be handled by your institution.

If you are from an institution not covered by a Royal Society Read & Publish agreement, your librarian can find out more at royalsociety.org/read-and-publish